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SMARTWATCH

Hoult &
Hamilton
SUPERCAR SPECIAL
HONDA NSX vs MCLAREN GT vs NISSAN GT-R
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relax.

let me take care of
your car repair costs.
Why me?
You’re always on the go - school run, work, off to the gym,
so it’s nice to know that when something goes wrong with
your car, the cost of repairs and the hassle of dealing with it
is taken care of by me and not you!

!

A range of plans to suit you.

!

Garages paid directly for repairs so that
you’re never out of pocket.

!

Products for all things motoring, including
MOTs, servicing, repairs
and parts.

!

We’ll collect and even return your car to you
once the work is completed.

!

An easy to use online account area keeps
motoring simple.

!

You never need to speak to the garage. It’s
our job to get it all sorted for you.

WA R R A N T Y I S E R V I C E I M OT I R E PA I R S I G A P I T Y R E S

Get an instant warranty
quote now at motoreasy.com
The home of car ownership and maintenance

Duncan McClure Fisher
CEO

This week
ISSUE 41 / 2016

Running Free Car Mag does have its upsides and the major
one for this issue was having a go in some properly fast cars.
No day is dull when you get to try a Nissan GT-R, Honda
NSX, or McLaren 570GT. We did drive them, often unfeasibly
slowly at some points, because this was after all, a real world
supercar test.
We also have our usual ingredient of celebrity culture
courtesy of the rather excellent 'Stars in their Cars' which is
a TV programme right up the Free Car Mag alley. Then there
Hollywood superstar Nicholas Hoult who takes on some
cones in a Jaguar, with rather interesting results.
Lewis Hamilton finally makes an appearance showing us the
Monaco lifestyle from a boat. Yes really.
Best of all we've got a fabulous Mondaine Smartwatch to
give away. It's an incredible piece of very clever technology,
plus it is beautiful, functional and futuristic. Full details on the
website and page 27.
Final thought is that the next best thing to running Free Car
Mag would be a racing team. Let’s see if we can get Lewis on
board for 2017 wearing the FCM team colours.
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EDITOR james@freecarmag.com
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News, Events
& Celebs

NOODLE
FROM GORILLAZ

Talking about her new role as part of the @JaguarRacing team, to
help inspire the next generation of young engineers – male and
female, Noodle said:“The young minds of today are the engineers of
tomorrow. We are in the driving seat and our imaginations are the
fuel. It’s time to lead the charge and build a better world!”

NICOLAS
CAGE

Attending the Celebrity Fight
Night Gala dinner in Florence
Nicolas Cage arrives in a Jeep
Cherokee. (Photo by Valerio
Pennicino/Getty Images for Jeep)
4 freecarmag.com

VICTORIA
SILVSTEDT

Attending the Celebrity Fight Night
Gala dinner in Florence Swedish
model, actress, singer, and
television personality Victoria
Silvstedt arrives in a Jeep Cherokee.
(Photo by Valerio Pennicino/Getty
Images for Jeep)

THOM
EVANS

The former Scottish international
rugby union player and model
joined over 300 VIPs and Clients at
the Old Billingsgate Market in
central London to launch the Ferrari
GTC4Lusso. A dazzling light and
innovative dance show with four
different GTC4Lusso models walking
the Catwalk in a fashion show.

Get
the
look
JODIE KIDD

In Stars in their Cars, model and
racing driver is reunited with the
old banger she learned to drive
in, liberates her Italian supercar
from a museum, and takes Paddy
on a hair-raising trip on the
famous Goodwood Hillclimb at
the wheel of Britain’s finest
roadster. More details about the
TV programme on page 22, for
the moment let’s get Jodie’s look.
1 Jaguar XK120 Drophead Car
and Classic.co.uk £100,000
2 Boots Zalando £69.99
3 Jo Jo’s Miss Pap.co.uk £25
4 Jumper River Island £40
5 Scarf Simply Be £9
6 Sunglasses Simply Be £49
4
2

1
3
5

6
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Supercar Special

JAPAN
VS
WOKING

*UEPFTTFFNVOGBJSUPIBWFUXPBHBJOTUPOF 
CVUUIFTVQFSDBSXBSTBSFIPUUJOHVQ0WFSUIF
OFYUGFXQBHFTXFEPOˏUKVTUMPPLBU XFESJWF 
PGUFOWFSZWFSZTMPXMZ UIFMBUFTUVMUSB
QFSGPSNBODFDBSTGSPN+BQBOBOEBTVQFSDBS
JDPOGSPN8PLJOHJO4VSSFZ
5PNBLFJUGBJSXFBTLFEUIFDBSTUIFTBNF
RVFTUJPOTPGUIFDBSTBOEESPWFUIFNPOBNJY
PGUZQJDBM#SJUJTISPBET XJUIQPUIPMFT 
QFEFTUSJBODSPTTJOHTBOESPBEXPSLT
8IBUXFBJNFEUPOEPVUJTXIJDITVQFSDBST
XPVMECFTUUJOXJUIPVSEBJMZMJWFTBOEXIJDI
POFTUJDLUIFNPTUTVQFSDBSCPYFT 
*UˏTCFFOGVOBOEIVHFMZFNPUJPOBM/PUBMM
DBSTXFSFDSFBUFEFRVBMUIBOLHPPEOFTT BT
ZPVXJMMOEPVUPWFSUIFOFYUGFXQBHFT
6 freecarmag.com

SCHOOL RUN SUPERCAR

NISSAN GT-R
Does it look the
Supercar part?

How does it fare in the
supermarket car park?

Can it do the school run?

Will it trigger
speed cameras?

Oh yes, the GT-R is purposeful, aggressive
and deadly serious. Nissan have worked
hard to make the latest GT-R even cleverer
aerodynamically. It is a lot more than a hot
hatch on steriods and the ability to fade
into the background acually helps. Inside,it
feels very supercary with 11 dials telling
you about steering input degrees to
cornering G-forces. Brilliant.
The clue is in our headline. There are a
couple of seats at the back which you can
get two child seated nippers in (they will
never be able to see out, but who cares?),
plus a secondary year student up front. It
is safe too with lots of electronic failsafes
to keep you away from the lollipop lady.
There are twin front, side and curtain
airbags to protect everyone on board.

This is a proper grown up car with a boot
where it should be, at the back instead of a
silly engine. Plus to top it all off there is a
very decent boot. Indeed, Free Car Mag
managed to get it’s ‘man bag’ in there with
loads of space for the groceries. We don’t
want to go on about it, but there is a
whopping 315 litres back there. Plus you
can actually see out of a GT-R to park.

The straight answer is, several times over,
recording a fairly remarkable 195.7 mph.
This happens courtesy of the 3.8-litre
twin-turbo V6 which delivers a whopping
542bhp and 466lb ft of torque. That really
is supercar quick and even shames some
so-called supercars. We let a proper racing
driver take us on a race track in the GT-R
and it was wonderfully terrifying.

What’s the damage?

Prices start at a shockingly reasonable
£78,050 and rise to £91,995 for the Track
edition. If you worry about carbon dioxide
emissions for your company car tax
bracket, then it is no surprise to find that
you will be in the very top one. Insurance is
top bracket and miles per gallon overall is
24mpg, when you are not thrashing
around the track.

Super Free Car Mag Verdict
We loved the GT-R. It was partly the fact
that it was so easy to drive. It never felt
unweildy, or too over the top when being
used normally, like it will be 99% of the
time. This is our subtle supercar and the
fact that so much performance and
technology could be bought for such a
marginal amount of money (in supercar
terms) never ceased to amaze us.

freecarmag.com 7

Supercar Special

SENSIBLE SUPERCAR

HONDA NSX
Does it look the
Supercar part?

What we think doesn’t matter, it was the
public reaction as we were driving around
which proved it was a proper head turner.
It may be styled with America in mind
hence the chrome and shiny plastic, but it
still works as a serious head turner. Oh yes,
and it roars too, the engine sounds great,
so it is the full supercar package.

Can it do the school run?

There is room for just the one child I’m
afraid, so the twins could get upset. The
huge upside is that whoever gets the ride
will be the envy of the class. With a
youngster on board the good news is that
the NSX is designed with safety in mind
with dual-stage passenger multiplethreshold front airbags, side curtain
airbags with rollover sensor and threepoint seatbelts.
8 freecarmag.com

How does it fare in the
supermarket car park?

It’s low and wide so from wing mirror to
mirror, it’s a whopping 2217mm, a bit like a
bus really. However, the view out could not
be clearer there is a reversing camera and
we found it a doddle to move around.
There is 110 litres of boot space however, it
is fairly shallow and being right next to the
engine will heat up your dairies and
defrost your peas.

Will it trigger speed
cameras?

191mph ought to be enough for most
drivers and rocking up to 60 mph in just
over 3 seconds is certainly going some. The
3.5-litre V6 petrol engine, with
turbochargers helps, but there is much
more. An electric motor is attached to the
engine and up front, a couple more motors
are attached to each front wheel. That
would explain the rapid response then.

What’s the damage?

It’s £143,950 on the road and that even
includes a three year service plan, which is
certainly welcome news. Numbers of NSX
coming to the UK are going to be limited
which is going to help maintain values. In
fuel consumption terms it will manage
28mpg, which is pretty good even though
it never pretends to be a frugal hybrid.

Super Free Car Mag Verdict

We liked the NSX and it was the technology
angle which swung it for us as the depth of
thinking that has gone into making this
supercar is astonishing. Listening to the
electric motors whine and feeling the extra
push was, well, electrifying. We simply
could not get enough of the NSX. In many
ways it is a Honda Civic Supercar and
there’s nothing wrong with that.

freecarmag.com 9

Supercar Special

SURREY SUPERCAR

McLAREN 570GT
Does it look the
Supercar part?

What sort of stupid question is that? It’s
got dihedral doors for goodness sake. So
just standing still with the doors open it
shouts supercar all day long. All McLarens
pass the ‘teenager’s bedroom wall’ test
with ease as this is a poster car for the
current super generation. Even better you
can paint it orange or yellow and it doesn’t
look silly, just even more fabulous.

Can it do the school run?

Not really, it would only take the one child
and they would have to be secondary age
or above. The good news is that there
would be room for their satchel and maybe
some PE kit and a small science project.
Some reckon that getting out is a tad
undignified for the older owner with a
trophy wife, well Free Car Mag managed to
hop across the carbonfibre sill with ease.

10 freecarmag.com

How does it fare in the
supermarket car park?

The 570GT is the softer and more practical
McLaren and actually has a decent amount
of stowage space. Firstly there is a rear
‘touring deck’ loading area behind the front
seats. We stuck a folder there, but a couple
of bags for life would be easy enough.
There is access through the glass hatch if
you are kerbside. Secondly there’s a ‘man
bag’ friendly, narrow but deep boot in the
nose.

Will it trigger
speed cameras?

Did we say that this was a softer McLaren?
Well yes it is designed to get you to the South
of France more easily, but it is still mad, bad
and dangerously quick. The 3.8 V8 engine is
phenomenally quick getting to 62mph in 3.4
seconds. Thereafter it goes onto a proper
supercar top speed of 204mph. ‘Who needs
Normal’, ‘Sport’ and ‘Track’ modes for the
suspension? Well, the 570GT has it.

What’s the damage?

Oddly enough the costs are eminently
reasonable, we think anyway. You would
only need to take it for a service once every
two years provided that you don’t exceed
10,000 miles. That’s a decent service
schedule, plus it has been designed to be
easy to work on so you get your McLaren
back quicker. Add to that 26.6mpg overall
when you drive like a normal person.

Super Free Car Mag Verdict

When we think supercar, this is what we
see. Everything about being with a
McLaren is special. Whether it is getting in
and out, or just listening to the engine
ticking over, the 570GT is attention
grabbingly wonderful. That is what
supercars are supposed to do. Oh yes, and
the McLaren drives like it is determined to
win Le Mans again. That’s what you want
from a supercar and the heritage buyers
are investing in.

AND THE
WINNER IS…
All of them for the
reasons mentioned. We
would though have a
McLaren in a heartbeat.
A win for Woking.
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Jaguar Challenge

Cones
Hotline
/JDIPMBT)PVMUDBOIBOEMFB+BHVBS IFSFˏTUIFQSPPG
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F

or the unique ‘Smart Cone’ challenge, Nicholas put
the Jaguar XF AWD R-Sport through its paces
around a course situated in the beautiful backdrop
of rural Sardinia, where the Art of Performance Tour
visited in August. The course was built on a low-grip
sandy surface, pushing both Nicholas and the AWD
capability of the XF to the limit.
The Smart Cone course uses wireless technology to
randomly illuminate pairs of cones to set out a
different route each time. With millions of different
potential options taking place in real time, the
technology provides a unique test of driving skill,
precision and reactions.
Nicholas said: “I’ve loved getting behind the wheel of
the new Jaguar XF AWD R-Sport. Driving scenes in films
can be a challenge – everyone expects you to be a
superstar even behind the wheel and I’m definitely not
a pro driver – so it’s good to be able to put my skills to
the test in a safe environment.
The XF AWD R-Sport is great – it does a lot of the
work for you. I was driving on a particularly
challenging surface with lots of sand and dust but the
car just gripped and performed. It was really fun to be
able to compare driving the car here to some of my
driving experiences when filming and hopefully I’ve
done myself justice!”
Watch Nicholas’ ‘Smart Cone’ performance in the
Jaguar XF AWD here: https://youtu.be/qTt9_73gZ-w

freecarmag.com 13

SUPERCAR
QUOTES
OF ALL TIME

Back-Seat Driver

“In the Lamborghini I have
to avoid certain roads
because of pot holes, and
there’s nowhere to put my
drink, no cup holder. And
I’m not going to lie, it looks
pretentious. I used to think
it was cool to, like, drive
it to dinner. Now? Like I
really need to be looked at
any more.”
Danica Patrick – Racing
Driver

Jaguar Land Rover + Spotify,
= ‘music for every moment’

M

usicians Ricky Wilson from Kaiser
Chiefs and Elliot Gleave, aka Example,
were first to try the app in the car,
going head to head in a battle of music
tastes. Each created a Spotify playlist
featuring their top driving songs and took
to the road in the new Range Rover Evoque
Convertible and the Jaguar XE to pitch their
playlists against one another.
The artists’ playlists feature recent and
classic tracks and include their latest
singles, Kaiser Chiefs’ ‘Hole in My Soul’ and
Example’s ‘Later’. Both driving playlists are
available now via the official Kaiser Chiefs
and Example Spotify profiles.
Example said: “It’s great to be the first to
try the new Spotify app in a Jaguar. It
worked really well and I had fun setting up
my winning playlist and chatting with Ricky,
even if I did have to listen to his jokes.”
Ricky said: “I listen to music every day
so it’s important I’m now able to use the
app while I’m on the move. I respect Elliot’s

Have your say
14 freecarmag.com

music tastes, we’d even both included
Jamie T, but my playlist was the best
by miles.”
Tapping into Spotify’s ‘deep learning’
which recognises listening habits, users
can access personalised ‘Just for You’
playlists containing recommended tracks
in the car, saving time scrolling through
music on the move. Drivers in low-signal
areas don’t need to worry, as Spotify’s
‘Offline Mode’ will display downloaded
content despite poor internet connection.
Spotify for Jaguar Land Rover is the result
of a year’s worth of collaborative
development between the two companies.
The design teams set out to create a
familiar and immersive experience
designed for use in-car. Users can swipe
horizontally to scroll through menus, which
display rich album artwork tiles, all of
which minimise distraction while driving.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hHaTz3fGjLI

@freecarmag1

“Here comes 40. I’m
feeling my age and I’ve
ordered the Ferrari. I’m
going to get the whole
mid-life crisis package.”
Keanu Reeves - Actor

“Fast cars like Porsches
and Ferraris - they are
things of beauty.”
Rod Stewart – Rock Star
“Every woman should have
four pets in her life. A mink
in her closet, a Jaguar in
her garage, a tiger in her
bed, and a jackass who
pays for everything.”
Paris Hilton – Famous
for being famous and
very rich.

Used Car Easy

TOP 5 USED

SUBARUS
5IFDPNQBOZXIJDIQSPWFEUIBUGPVS
XIFFMESJWFXBTBHPPEUIJOH$PNCJOJOH
UIJTXJUISFMJBCJMJUZBOE8PSMESBMMZ
DIBNQJPOTIJQXJOOJOHUJUMFTXPSLFEGPS
UIFN'PSUIFVTFEDBSCVZFSUIFNPEFMT
BSFJNQSFTTJWFMZWFSTBUJMF

This estate may be all the off road vehicle any buyer needs. The Outback
attempted to give the Legacy some personality, but two-tone paint and
mesh covered foglamps weren’t everyone’s cup of tea. Anyway if you want
attitude buy a Forrester. Transmission and suspension may needed attention
once the miles build up and it will be complicated and expensive to fix.

LEGACY

IMPREZA TURBO

Has a characterful engine, the grippy four wheel drive system, the supple
chassis. Except that it looks like something your dad would drive to the
bowls club. Equipment levels are very good across the range and although
the interior is spacious it is more of a four than five seater. Needs cambelt
changing at 45K so check the history. Also check the underside for damage.

Always been great value for money with a great level of standard equipment,
always delivering tremendous performance and handling. Irregular engine
beat at idle means the expensive platinum plugs are going. Also on a cold
start up the clutch may judder and this again can be traced to the plugs.
That gearbox is strong but the brake pads can wear quickly. Pricey to run.

FORESTER S TURBO

XV

Handles nicely and is surprisingly refined with a bulletproof build. There
never seems to be a huge number around which is a good reason to buy
because its much more exclusive than a BMW X5. Early cars seemed to get
through wheel bearings and even shock absorbers after just 30K miles.
Otherwise the lookouts are as for the Impreza. Check for off road damage.

The company that effectively invented the crossover (estate-offoader), had
to copy its rivals with a sporty/estate/4 x 4 which at least was lighter, more
economical and higher than the rest. Not a best seller, so a good value used
buy. First buyers were never farmers, vets or rural doctors, so most should
be in decent condition, so avoid buying scruffy examples.

OUTBACK

For more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.com
freecarmag.com 15

Your Motoring Made Easy

Do you worry
about big
repair bills?

Now you won’t have to...
0800 131 0001

relax.

let me take care of
your car repair costs.
Why me?
You’re always on the go - school run, work, off to the gym,
so it’s nice to know that when something goes wrong with
your car, the cost of repairs and the hassle of dealing with it
is taken care of by me and not you!

!

A range of plans to suit you.

!

Garages paid directly for repairs so that
you’re never out of pocket.

!

Products for all things motoring, including
MOTs, servicing, repairs
and parts.

!

We’ll collect and even return your car to you
once the work is completed.

!

An easy to use online account area keeps
motoring simple.

!

You never need to speak to the garage. It’s
our job to get it all sorted for you.

WA R R A N T Y I S E R V I C E I M OT I R E PA I R S I G A P I T Y R E S

Get an instant warranty
quote now at motoreasy.com
The home of car ownership and maintenance

Duncan McClure Fisher
CEO

Buy Now

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£19.380

)PU)BUDI-FHFOE3FUVSOT

RENAULT
CLIO R.S.
5IF/FX$MJP34JTBWBJMBCMFXJUIBMJUSF
UVSCPDIBSHFEQFUSPMFOHJOFXJUIBDIPJDFPGUXPQPXFS
PVUQVUT IQBOEIQPOUIF5SPQIZWFSTJPO 
NBUFEUPTJYTQFFE&%$EVBMDMVUDIBVUPNBUJD
USBOTNJTTJPOXJUITUFFSJOHXIFFMNPVOUFEQBEEMF
TIJGUT$VTUPNFSTDBOQVUUPHFUIFSUIFJSPXOCFTQPLF
34XJUIB4QPSUDIBTTJT TUSFOHUIFOFE$VQDIBTTJT PS
B5SPQIZDIBTTJTMPXFSFECZNNBUUIFGSPOUBOE
NNBUUIFSFBS5IFIQFOHJOFJTBWBJMBCMFXJUI
UIF4QPSUBOE$VQDIBTTJT XIJMFUIFIQVOJUDBOCF
TFMFDUFEGPSUIF5SPQIZWBSJBOUT5IFIQ5SPQIZ
WFSTJPOUBLFTKVTUTFDPOETUPTQSJOUGSPNNQI 
TFDPOETUPDPWFSNGSPNBTUBOEJOHTUBSUBOE
HPJOHPOUPSFBDIBUPQTQFFEPGNQI8PX
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1FSLZ4QPSUZ4NBSUJF

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£16,320

*

SMART BRABUS

8FMPWFUIFTNBSUBOEOPXXFHFUFWFONPSFGVO5IF#3"#64SBOHFVTFTUIFFYJTUJOHUVSCPDIBSHFE
DDFOHJOF XJUIBOJODSFBTFEQPXFSPVUQVUPGIQ VQGSPNIQ *OLFFQJOHXJUIJUTTQPSUJFS
FOHJOFBOEFYUFSJPS JUBMTPDPNFTXJUI#3"#641FSGPSNBODFTQPSUTTVTQFOTJPOXJUITQFDJBMMZ
BEBQUFE&41 TQPSUTQPXFSTUFFSJOH BOEBUXJOBNJDEVBMDMVUDIUSBOTNJTTJPOXJUISBDFTUBSUGVODUJPO
5IBUTKVTUTLJNNJOHUIFTVSGBDFBOEUIFTFBSFBMMCBTFEPOUIFQBTTJPONPEFMBTB#3"#64GPSUXP 
GPSGPVSBOEDBCSJP
3FWBNQFE4QPSUT6UJMJUZ4V[J

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£14,999

*

SUZUKI S-CROSS

5IF4$SPTTJTCBDLXJUIOFXGSPOUFOETUZMJOHDPNCJOFEXJUIOFXEFTJHOIFBEMBNQTGPSIJHIFS
FDJFODZBOEBTIBSQFSMPPL"UUIFSFBS OFXMZEFTJHOFE-&%SFBSDPNCJOBUJPOMBNQT(SPVOEDMFBSBODF
JTOPXTMJHIUMZIJHIFSBUNNWFSTVTNN/PXBWBJMBCMFXJUIFJUIFSMJUSFPSMJUSF#PPTUFSKFU
QFUSPMFOHJOFTPSMJUSF%%J4FOHJOFTPFSJOHDMBTTMFBEJOHFNJTTJPOTBOEMPXGVFMDPOTVNQUJPO
"WBJMBCMFJOUISFFHSBEFT4; 4;5BOE4;XJUIBMMUISFFFRVJQQFEXJUITFWFOBJSCBHTBOE&41BT
TUBOEBSE/PUPOMZUIBUJU
THPUBHSFBUCJHCPPUXJUIMJUSFT8IBUTOPUUPMPWFBCPVUUIJTOFX4V[J
freecarmag.com 19

For stockists call: 01628 770988 | pulsar-watches.co.uk

TV

STARS IN THEIR CARS
5IBUˏTUIFOBNFPGUIF
57QSPHSBNNFZPVTIPVME
CFXBUDIJOHFWFSZ
8FEOFTEBZBUQNPO
UIF5SBWFM$IBOOFM
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oin Paddy McGuinness on a road trip
with a difference. Ten of Britain’s
best-known celebrities are reunited
with the cars they’ve owned throughout
their lives. From the old bangers they
passed their test in, to the dream motors
they drove at the height of their fame,
Paddy surprises the stars with the cars that
defined their lives and takes them on a
drive to the places that made them who
they are today. There’s humour and banter
aplenty and a host of emotional reunions
with the cars that set the stars on the road
of life. Here are the episodes we are
looking forward to.
DJ, composer and artist Goldie revisits his

old stomping ground in a Japanese
hatchback, overcooks an 80’s dream
machine and discovers that even Italian
supercars can let you down.
Manchester legend and singer of the
Happy Mondays, Shaun Ryder, careers
through his past in a shocking yellow
banger, a luxury German sports car and a
rare hot hatch that he hasn’t seen for
twenty years.
Surreal comedian Vic Reeves meets a car
that’s part aeroplane, cruises along in a car
fit for royalty and takes the wheel of a
British sports icon as he revisits the
strange places that inspired his unique
brand of humour.

Wanted

AUTOMATICALLY
ON TIME
,FOOFUI$PMF"VUPNBUJD8BUDIb

,FOOFUI$PMFJTCSJOHJOHCBDLJUTCFTUTFMMJOH"VUPNBUJDXBUDIFT
5IFCSBOEJTFYQBOEJOHPOJUTIFSJUBHFUPCSJOHOFXTUZMF
JOOPWBUJPOTGPSNFOBOEXPNFO&NCPEZJOHUIFPOUIFHPMJGFTUZMF
UIBUUIFCSBOETUBOETGPS BVUPNBUJDTXPSLJOUBOEFNXJUIJUT
XFBSFS5IFTFBVUPNBUJDEFTJHOTBSFXBUDIFTQPXFSFE
CZUIFNPUJPOPGUIFXSJTU
5IJTHFOUT,FOOFUI$PMFXBUDIJTNBEFGSPNTUBJOMFTTTUFFM
BOEJTUUFEXJUIBTJMWFSNFUBMCSBDFMFUBOEIBTBOFZFDBUDIJOH
TLFMFUPOEJBM*UDPNFTXJUIBZFBSHVBSBOUFFBOEJTBTVCTUBOUJBM
NNBDSPTTBOEJTNNEFFQ
+VTUJODBTFZPV didn’t LOPX,FOOFUI$PMFJTBO"NFSJDBO
GBTIJPOCSBOECBTFEJO/FX:PSL FTUBCMJTIFECZUIFFQPOZNPVT
EFTJHOFSJO*OJUJBMMZGPDVTJOHPOEFTJHOFSTIPFT UIFMBCFM
TPPOFYQBOEFEJUTQSPEVDUPFSJOH XJUI,FOOFUI$PMFXBUDIFT
MBVODIFEJO

'SPN8BUDITIPQDPN
XBUDITIPQDPNNFOTLFOOFUIDPMFBVUPNBUJDXBUDI
LDQIUNM

PIONEER DEH-X7800DAB
£179.99

5IJT%JO)FBEVOJUDBOBMTPGVODUJPOBTBO
BMMQVSQPTFDPOOFDUJWJUZIVCGPSCPUI"QQMF
BOE"OESPJE4NBSUQIPOFT BMMPXJOHGPS
NVTJDBOE XIFSFBOEXIFOTBGFUPEPTP 
WJEFPTUPCFTUSFBNFEWJB#MVFUPPUI
#MVFUPPUIDPOOFDUJWJUZBMTPBMMPXTGPS
IBOETGSFFDBMMJOH WPJDFBDUJWBUJPOWJB4JSJ
PSTJNJMBSWPJDFSFDPHOJUJPOTZTUFNT BOEJU
DBOFWFOCFVTFEUPQBJSUXPTFQFSBUFBOE
EJTUJODUNPCJMFQIPOFT
pioneer-car.eu

VOLTES DESIGN FROM £2795

*GZPVXBOUUPNBLFZPVS5FTMBMPPLBMPU
GVOLJFS 5IFO#PEZLJUBOETUZMJOHPQUJPOT
IBWFCFFOTPVSDFEGSPN-BSUF%FTJHOJO
(FSNBOZBOE6OQMVHHFE1FSGPSNBODFJO
$BMJGPSOJB XJUIUIF$BSCPO4UZMJOH1BDL
QSPWJOHUPCFBOFBSMZJOUFSFTUHSBCCFS 
NBLJOHBCJHEJFSFODFUPMPPLT%POUMFU
ZPVS5FTMBGBMMJOUPUIFUSBQPGMPPLJOHMJLF
BMMUIFPUIFSTBTZPVHPBCPVUZPVS
OPOQPMMVUJOH FOWJSPONFOUBMMZGSJFOEMZ
DPNNVUJOH
voltes.co.uk

YAMAHA FASTER SONS FROM
£30.43

5IF$BQTVMF$PMMFDUJPOJODMVEFTBXJEFSBOHF
PGHBSNFOUTBOEQSPWJEFUIBUVONJTUBLBCMF
'BTUFS4POTMPPL"TZPVXPVMEFYQFDUGSPNB
QSPEVDUXJUIUIF3PMBOE4BOETOBNFPOJU 
UIFOJTIBOEEFTJHOBSFTVQFSCMZFYFDVUFE
BOEVTFUPQRVBMJUZNBUFSJBMT5IFOFX3PMBOE
4BOET$BQTVMF$PMMFDUJPOJTBWBJMBCMFOPX
GSPNBVUIPSJTFE:BNBIBEFBMFST'PSEFUBJMT
BOEQSJDJOHPOUIFDPNQMFUFDPMMFDUJPO
yamaha-motor.eu/uk/accessories
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Lewis Hamilton

Ruling
the Waves
)FSFˏTXIBUIBQQFOFEXIFOUIF
8PSME$IBNQJPOXFOUUP.POBDP
BOEUPPLUPUIFXBUFSJOSFBMTUZMF
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H

amilton showed off the “Cigarette Racing 50
Marauder AMG Monaco Concept”, inspired by the
current MERCEDES AMG PETRONAS Formula 1 car
when coincidentally he was in Monaco for the Grand
Prix earlier this year.
The high-performance boat “Cigarette Racing 50
Marauder AMG Monaco Concept” is equipped with the
most powerful series-production twin engines in the
Cigarette portfolio.
Two Mercury Racing V8 racing engines each with
1140 kW (1550 hp) take the 50 foot-long (approx. 15
metres) and eight foot-wide (approx. 2.40 metres)
powerboat to an estimated top speed of more than
228 km/h (more than 142 mph).
The Mercedes-Benz designers were responsible for
the exterior styling featuring black and silver tones
contrasted by sporty turquoise green highlights as
well as for the interior design which is inspired by the
classic Cigarette Racing cockpit. Furthermore, the user
interface offers state-of-the-art technologies:
computer-based control, four high-resolution displays,
Garmin navigation, and a Pure audio system. The price
of this unique boat is around $1.6 million. See more at:
http://mb4.me/speed_and_style
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Next Time

FCM 42

5IFOFYUJTTVFJTEBOHFSPVTMZDMPTFUP
$ISJTUNBT TPUIFSFJTCPVOEUPCFBGFX
CSJMMJBOUTVHHFTUJPOTBCPVUXIBUUPCVZ
5IBUDPVMEJODMVEFTPNFPG$BSB
%FMFWJOHOFˏTTVQFSIJQ1VNBHFBS5IFSF
NBZBMTPCFTPNF.*/*MJGFTUZMFQSPEVDUT
BOEDBST%FOBUFMZTPNFDBST8FUIJOL
4FFZPVOFYUUJNF

THE LAST DEFENDER
GWYNETH PALTROW SNOWBOUND
SNOWBOARD WORLD RECORD

JASON
STATHAM
ON ICE

freecarmag.co.uk 1

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
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WIN!

MONDAINE
SMARTWATCH
COMPETITION
5IJTXBUDISFBMMZJTTNBSU TFYZ 
TVCUMFBOETVQFSCMZNBEF
.POEBJOFIBTPODFBHBJOGPDVTFEPOXIBU
SFBMMZNBUUFSTˊUIFTJNQMFVOJUZPG
FNJOFOUUJNFMFTT4XJTTEFTJHOXJUI
JOOPWBUJPO DSBGUTNBOTIJQBOE
GVODUJPOBMJUZ"MMUIFOFX)FMWFUJDB
NPEFMTIBWFBNNDBTFEJBNFUFS 
BOUJSFFDUJWFDPBUFETBQQIJSFDSZTUBMBOE
BNBUUCSVTIFETUBJOMFTTTUFFMDBTF BOE
DPNFJO#MBDL (PMEBOE8IJUFWFSTJPOT
&WFSZJUFSBUJPOPGUIF.POEBJOF
4NBSUXBUDIIPVTFTUIFMBUFTUJOTNBSU
UFDIOPMPHZGPDVTFEPONPOJUPSJOHBDUJWJUZ
BOETMFFQ GFBUVSJOH.PUJPO9mBDUJWJUZ
USBDLJOH 4MFFQUSBDLFSmTMFFQNPOJUPSJOH 
4MFFQDZDMFBMBSNT (FU"DUJWFBMFSUTBOE
4NBSUDPBDIJOHˊBMMUIFEBUBGSPNXIJDI
DBOCFCBDLFEVQBOETUPSFEJOUIF
.PUJPO9mDMPVE
*UVTFTUIF'VMMQPXFS.PUJPO9m
5FDIOPMPHZ1MBUGPSN XIJDINBOBHFTUIF
CJEJSFDUJPOBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOCFUXFFO
UIFXBUDIBOEXIJDIFWFSEFWJDF CFJU
QIPOFPSUBCMFU JUJTDPOOFDUFEUPWJBUIF
EPXOMPBEFEBQQ*ODPNQMFUFDPOUSBTUUP
PUIFSTNBSUEFWJDFT XIFSFUIFEBUBJT
TIPXOEJHJUBMMZPOUIFXBUDI UIF
JOGPSNBUJPOJTSFBEJOBOBOBMPHVFGBTIJPO
WJBUIFTVCEJBM
)FSFˏTZPVSDIBODFUPXJOBGBOUBTUJD
.POEBJOFXBUDITJNQMZCZTJHOJOHVQUP
SFDFJWF'SFF$BS.BHBOEFNBJMJOHVTWJB
UIFXFCTJUFUPUFMMVTXIPJTPOUIFDPWFS
*GZPVBMSFBEZTVCTDSJCFUIBUˏTHSFBU CVU
QMFBTFTUJMMFNBJMVTBOEUFMMVTXIPJTPO
UIFDPWFSTPXFDBOQVUZPVJOUIFESBX
5IF$PNQFUJUJPODMPTFTPOOE%FDFNCFS
BOEZPVNVTUBSFTJEFOUPGUIF6,
BOEPWFSUPFOUFS8FIBWFPOMZPOFUP
HJWFBXBZBOEUIFSFJTOPDBTIBMUFSOBUJWF
5IFXJOOFSXJMMCFBOOPVODFEUIF
GPMMPXJOHXFFL
4FFUIFGVMMDPNQFUJUJPOEFUBJMTBOEB
WJEFPPGUIFXBUDIIFSF
XXXGSFFDBSNBHDPNDPNQFUJUPO

flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

